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Australian Novels
$16.99 $15.30
1. Alone: Quarantine (James Phelan)
It’s now or maybe never sixteen year old Jesse has spent eighteen days in post-apocalypse New York, waiting for
help that never comes. He owes it to his new friends, Rachel and Felicity, to go beyond their temporary refuge to find
other survivors who may hold the key to escape. Could the collective at Chelsea Piers have the answers or prove to
be just another distraction in his quest? Age14+
2. Alone: Survivor $16.99 $15.30

3. Alone: Chasers $16.99 $15.30

$18.95 $17.06
4. Blood Song: First Book Of Llarmell (Rhiannon Hart)
When her sister becomes betrothed to a prince in a northern nation, Zeraphina's only consolations are that her loyal
animal companions are by her side - and that her burning hunger to travel north is finally being sated. Already her
black hair and pale eyes mark her out as different, but now Zeraphina must be even more careful to keep her secret
safe. Craving blood is not considered normal behaviour for anyone, let alone a princess. So when the king's advisor,
Rodden, seems to know more about her condition than she does, Zeraphina is determined to find out more. Age 14+
$17.95 $16.16
5. Brotherband Book 1 – Outcasts (John Flanagan)
John Flanagan creates a world of seafaring adventures, treacherous pirates and epic battles in Brotherband. In
Skandia, there is only one way to become a warrior. Boys are chosen for teams called brotherbands and must endure three months of gruelling training in seamanship, weapons and battle tactics. It's brotherband against brotherband, fighting it out in a series of challenges. There can be only one winner. Age12+
$22.99 $20.70
6. Coming Of The Whirlpool, The (Andrew McGahan)
Young Dow Amber is no sailor. But driven by a strange sea-longing he ventures from the high country of New Island
all the way down to a grim fishing village on the shores of the bay known as the Claw. There he finds a cursed people
living in dread not only of the mysterious Ship Kings that rule their country, but also of the fury of the ocean itself.
When the Ship Kings sail their tall ships into the Claw, Dow's forbidden longing only grows. Who are the Ship Kings?
How do they navigate the high seas? And what of the strange and fascinating girl who lives aboard one of their
ships? Age14+
$14.99 $13.50ea
7. Conspiracy 365 - Revenge (Gabrielle Lord)
Cal's life is finally getting back to normal. He's living back at home with his mum and Gabbi, but the paparazzi still
follow him everywhere. One night, Cal hosts a midnight movie marathon with his friends, which turns into a nightmare
when they receive a mysterious message-You have 30 days. The hunt is on again! Age 12+
8. Conspiracy 365: January
9. Conspiracy 365: February
10. Conspiracy 365: March
11. Conspiracy 365: April
12. Conspiracy 365: May
13. Conspiracy 365: June

14. Conspiracy 365: July
15. Conspiracy 365: August
16. Conspiracy 365: September
17. Conspiracy 365: October
18. Conspiracy 365: November
19. Conspiracy 365: December
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$19.95 $17.96
20. Days Like This (Alison Stewart)
Lily is a prisoner in her own home. Forced to stay inside by The Committee and guarded by their increasingly
distant parents, Lily and her brother Daniel are beginning to ask why. Then, when Daniel disappears just before his
seventeenth birthday, Lily knows she is next. She has to escape. But who else is out there? And can anyone
survive days like this? Runner-up in the inaugural Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award. Age 14+
21. Hades (Alexandra Adornetto)
$24.99 $22.50
An angel, a mortal, and a demon out for deadly revenge ... the story by New York Times bestselling author
Alexandra Adornetto continues. Jake Thorn has been banished underground and Xavier and Bethany settle down
to resume a normal life. But, on the night of Halloween, a childish prank goes terribly wrong and Jake is accidentally
summoned back to Venus Cove. Bethany is deceived and like the mythical Persephone she finds herself a prisoner
in Jake's underworld, Hades. Whilst Gabriel, Ivy and a devastated Xavier are busy planning their rescue mission
Jake offers Bethany a choice: if she succumbs to him for one night, he will let her return to earth. But can Bethany
make the ultimate sacrifice? And what will happen to an angel in Hell? Age 13+
22. Halo #1 $24.99

$22.50

$19.95 $17.96
23. Have You Seen Ally Queen? (Deb Fitzpatrick)
Ally Queen, aged fifteen, is the new kid in a very small town. Uprooted from her comfortable city life and dumped in
'hicksville' she's trying to find her place amongst the bogans, the surfies and the spinach-munching hippies. Life is
tough when your closest friend is miles away and deep and meaningful conversations are restricted to the length of
a text message. And Ally needs a friend. Her Mum is suffering post-traumatic stress disorder and the quiet country
life, which was meant to help things, just seems to make them worse. Age 15+
$19.95 $17.96
24. Invisible Hero (Elizabeth Fensham)
Philip has spent his whole life at school either being invisible or being called stupid. He's used to being the loner,
the odd one out, the boy who lives with his Nan. So when Philip's class is given a school assignment to write about
heroes and villains, the project causes conflict in the classroom as everyone weighs in on the debate. For the first
time, Philip has the opportunity to shine in school but can he convince the class that being different is not
necessarily a bad thing and that heroes have many disguises. Age 13+
$29.96 $26.96
25. Leviathan Trilogy Book 3 – Goliath (Scott Westerfeld)
Alek and Deryn are aboard the Leviathan when the ship is ordered to pick up an unusual passenger. This brilliant,
maniacal inventor claims to have a weapon called Goliath. It can end the war. But whose side is the inventor really
on? While on their top-secret mission, Alek finally discovers Deryn's deeply kept secret. Not only is Deryn a girl
disguised as a boy ... she also has feelings for Alek. The crown, true love with a commoner, and the destruction of a
great city all hang on Alek's next and final move. Age 14+
26. Leviathan #1

$14.95 $13.46

27. Behemoth #2 $14.95 $13.46

$24.95 $22.46
28. Lumatere Chronicles Book 2 - Froi of the Exiles (Melina Marchetta)
Blood sings to blood, Froi … Those born last will make the first … For Charyn will be barren no more. Three years
after the curse on Lumatere was lifted, Froi has found his home ... or so he believes. Fiercely loyal to the Queen
and Finnikin, Froi has been taken roughly and lovingly in hand by the Guard sworn to protect the royal family, and
has learned to control his quick temper with a warrior's discipline. But when he is sent on a secretive mission to the
kingdom of Charyn, nothing could have prepared him for what he finds in its surreal royal court. Age14+
29. Finnikin of the Rock #1 $19.95

$17.96

$19.99 $18.00
30. Mercy Book 3—Muse (Rebecca Lim)
Mercy is an angel, exiled from heaven, and when she wakes in the body of nineteen-year-old Irina, Mercy discovers
that she is one of the world's most infamous supermodels on the verge of a very public breakdown. Against the
glamorous background of Milan's opulent fashion world, Mercy continues her increasingly desperate search for
Ryan Daley, the mortal boy she remembers falling for in a past life. But, this time, Mercy's memories and powers
are growing ever stronger - and she begins to doubt the pleas of her dream lover, Luc, as more of her mysterious
past is revealed by beings both celestial and demonic. Age14+
31. Mercy #1 $19.99

$18.00

32. Exile #2 $19.99

$18.00
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$32.95 $29.66
33.Obernewtyn Chronicles Book 6 – Sending, The (Isabelle Carmody)
The time has come at last for Elspeth Gordie to leave the Land on her quest to find and stop the computermachine
Sentinel from unleashing the deadly Balance of Terror arsenal. But before she can embark on her quest, she must find
a lost key. And although she has long prepared for this day, nothing is as she imagined. Elspeth's search will take her
where she never thought to go, and bestow upon her stranger companions than any she thought to have. And it will
test her, as she has never been tested before … Age 13+
34. Obernewtyn #1 $22.95 $20.66
35. Farseekers #2 $22.95 $20.66

36. Ashling #3 $22.95 $20.66
37. Keeping Place, The #4 $22.95 $20.66

38. Stone Key, The #5 $22.95 $20.66

$18.95 $17.06
39. Pan’s Whisper (Sue Lawson)
When you’re fighting to forget, what would make you remember? Pan Harris is brash, loud and damaged. Ordered into
foster care, Pan is full of anger at the mother who abandoned her, and the older sister who kept her from her
father. Pan is certain that she knows the reality of her past – until she meets Hunter, the boy who understands her
story better than anyone else, and who just may be the key to unlocking the truth of Pan’s memories. But are some
memories best left forgotten? Age 14+
$16.95 $15.26
40. Pirate X (Sherryl Clarke)
Will, a modern boy, is transported back from current day London to 1717 through a portal and lands in the pirate haven
of Nassau. He's forced to work on board Blackbeard's pirate ship, learns how to fight with a cutlass, fire a cannon, and
forms a bond with the hapless Captain Bonnet. However, Will is looking for a way to return to his world and to put
together the pieces of the puzzle that took him back in time in the first place. Age 13+
$17.95 $16.16
41. Ranger’s Apprentice Book 11 – Lost Stories, The ( John Flanagan)
Everyone knows the legends of the Rangers of Araluen. But no one has heard the whole story - until now. Inspired by
questions and letters sent by his loyal readers, John Flanagan answers all your burning questions about the world of
the Rangers. If you want to know what's gone before and what comes next for Will, Halt, Horace, Alyss, Evanlyn and
Gilan - not to mention a certain stubborn little pony - The Lost Stories is an unmissable read. Age 10+
42. Ruins of Gorlan #1 $16.95 $15.26
43. Burning Bridge #2 $16.95 $15.26
44. Icebound Land #3 $16.95 $15.26
45. Oakleaf Bearers #4 $16.95 $15.26

46. Sorcerer in the North #5$16.95 $15.26 49.Kings of Clonmel #8
$16.95 $15.26
47. Siege of Macindaw #6 $16.95 $15.26
50. Halt's Peril #9 $16.95 $15.26
48. Erak's Ransom #7 $16.95 $15.26
51.Emperor of Nihon-Ja #10 $17.95 $16.16

$18.95 $17.06
52. Shadow Girl (John Larkin)
The shadow girl never imagined she'd live on the streets. After her parents disappear, life with her aunt and uncle
takes a sinister turn. Terrified that the authorities will believe her uncle over her, she flees. She tricks her way into a
new school and pretends to have a loving family. No one knows she sleeps in rail yards, sand dunes and abandoned
houses. At school she meets the author she will call on years later. Together they piece together the story of how she
survived, who helped her, and the friend she wishes she could have saved. Age14+
$27.99 $25.20
53. Tales From The Tower Book 2—Wicked Wood, The (Isabelle Carmody)
Six much-loved writers - Catherine Bateson, Victor Kelleher, Cate Kennedy, Maureen McCarthy, Nan McNab and Kate
Thompson - give fresh voice to age-old stories of abandonment, desire and entrapment. Praise for Volume One: 'The
writers in The Wilful Eye imbue all of their characters, including the villains, with a deep sense of psychological realism,
producing often tender, engaging, and insightful results. Unnamed soldiers and hideous beasts are given a voice, even
if that voice is at times unsettling, and wolves are still wolves, however they disguise themselves. Age 16+
54. Wilful Eye, The #1 $27.99 $25.20
$17.95 $16.16
55. When We Were Two ( Robert Newton)
Dan has had it with his Dad. He's not going to take the abuse anymore. He's sixteen, old enough to leave; maybe he'll
find his long-lost mother in the process. What Dan doesn't count on is being followed by his younger brother Eddie, and
what began as a reckless solo journey becomes one of responsibility. Dan and his brother Eddie take off for the coast,
in search of their lost mother, in search of a better life . . . but it's a long road they face and Dan must use all his wits to
get them there in one piece. When they are taken under the wings of a group of would-be soldiers marching over the
mountains to join up for the Great War, Dan and Eddie's journey becomes something quite unexpected. The
experiences they share will shape their future beyond recognition. Age13+
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56. Witch Hunter Chronicles Book 2 – Army of the Undead, The (Stuart Daly)
The Watchers. Four fallen angels who have roamed the earth for millennia, searching for the Tablet of Breaking - a
device which, when activated, will destroy the world. When the resurrected corpse of a prophet reveals that the relic
lies hidden in a lost city, Jakob and his companions are sent to locate the Tablet before it falls into the hands of the
Watchers. Age 12+
57. Scourge of Jericho #1 $17.95 $16.16

Overseas Fiction

$16.99 $15.30
58. All These Things I’ve Done (Gabrielle Zevin)Sixteen year-old Anya becomes the head of a mafia family after
her parents are both murdered by rival gangs. Although Anya is embroiled in the criminal world, she is determined to
keep her brother and sister out of the mafia family, but her father's relatives aren't so keen to let them go. When
Anya's violent ex-boyfriend is poisoned with contaminated chocolate - chocolate that is produced illegally by Anya's
mafia family - she is arrested for attempted murder and sent to the notorious jail on Manhattan Island. Eventually
she is freed by the new D.A. in town, who believes she has been framed. But this D.A. is the father of Win, a boy at
school to whom Anya feels irresistibly drawn, and her freedom comes with conditions. Age 15+
59. Apprenticeship of Victor Frankenstein Book 1 – This Dark Endeavour (Kenneth Oppel) $24.95 $22.46
Victor and Konrad Frankenstein are twins, born just two minutes apart but with very different personalities. Along
with their beautiful cousin Elizabeth, they lead a charmed life at their parents' chateau. But when Konrad falls dangerously ill, everything changes. Victor's quest to find a cure leads him into the Dark Library, a secret room full of
ancient, forbidden knowledge. On the spine-chilling mission that follows, he is forced to confront strange foes, alchemical forces and the most difficult torment of all - the pain of unrequited love. Age14+
60. Ask Amy Green Book 4 - Love And Other Drama-Ramas (Sarah Webb)
Amy turns events organizer to plan the best hen-do ever for her mum. Meanwhile, her usually cool-headed Aunt
Clover is freaking out about going away to college and Amy’s best friend is having major boy trouble. Just as well
Amy’s on hand to sort everything out!
61. Boy Trouble #1 $16.95 $15.26

62. Summer Secrets #2 $16.95 $15.26 63. Bridesmaid Blitz #3 $16.95 $15.26

$14.99 $13.50
64. As Simple As It Seems (Sarah Weeks)
Verbena Colter knows she's bad news. Trouble from the get-go. How could she not be, with parents like hers? Her
mother practically pickled her before she was ever born, leaving Verbie to struggle with the effects of fetal alcohol
syndrome. And her father was just plain mean. Verbie wishes she could be somebody, anybody other than who she
is. Enter Pooch, a flatlander boy visiting for the summer. When Pooch and his mom rent the house next door, Verbie
takes the opportunity to be someone else entirely. Age 13+
$19.95 $17.96
65. Bartimaeus Sequence Book 4— Ring of Solomon (Jonathon Stroud)
We find everyone's favourite irascibly insolent djinni serving at the court of King Solomon in 950 BC Jerusalem,
where he is causing his customary chaos and must help a girl assassin sent by the Queen of Sheba to steal the allpowerful Ring of Solomon. The comic relief is perfectly timed, the dialogue sharp and snappy and the fiendishly
clever plot perfectly handled with Jonathan's trademark flair and command of language. Age12+
66. Amulet of Samarkand #1$19.95 $17.96

67. Golem’s Eye #3 $19.95 $17.96

68. Ptolemy’s Gate #3 $19.95 $17.96

69. Between (Jessica Warman)
$22.95 $20.66
Elizabeth Valchar-pretty, popular, and perfect-wakes up the morning after her eighteenth birthday party on her
family's yacht, where she'd been celebrating with her six closest friends. A persistent thumping noise has roused
her. When she goes to investigate, what she finds will change everything she thought she knew about her life, her
friends, and everything in between. As Liz begins to unravel the circumstances surrounding her birthday night, she
will find that no one around her, least of all Liz herself, was perfect-or innocent. Age 15+
$15.99 $14.40
70. Breakfast Club Book 2 - Natalie's Bridesmaid Blues (Kate Costelloe) $15.99
Natalie's super skinny sister Plum is getting married and the pressure is on for Nat to lose weight so that she 'fits in'
as a bridesmaid on the day. Natalie's slim, but curvier than either of sisters, and taller too. No way is she a size zero,
and her friends are determined that she doesn't diet down to nothing. once Nat gets into the polystyrene rice cakes
and cottage cheese AND starts losing weight, she can't help feeling a bit pleased with the new skinnier her. Age 13+
71. Breakfast Club, The #1 $15.99 $14.40
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72. Carrier of the Mark (Leigh Fallon)
When Megan Rosenberg moves to Ireland, everything in her life seems to fall into place. She makes close friends
with the girls in her class, her relationship with her dad is better than ever, and she finds herself inexplicably drawn to
gorgeous, mysterious Adam DeRis. Adam is cold and aloof at first, but when Megan finally breaks down the icy
barrier between them, she is amazed by the intensity of their connection. Then Adam reveals a secret about the
magical destiny that will shape both of their lives but also threatens to tear them apart...Age14+
73. Catch 22: 50th Anniversary Edition (Joseph Heller)
$12.95 $11.66
Explosive, subversive, wild and funny, 50 years on the novel's strength is undiminished. Reading Joseph Heller's
classic satire is nothing less than a rite of passage. Set in the closing months of World War II in an American bomber
squadron off the coast of Italy, Catch-22 is the story of a bombardier named Yossarian who is frantic and furious because thousands of people he has never even met keep trying to kill him. Joseph Heller's bestselling novel is a
hilarious and tragic satire on military madness, and the tale of one man's efforts to survive it. Age 16+
$29.95 $26.96
74. Cherub Book 13—People’s Republic (Robert Muchamore)
Twelve-year-old Ryan is CHERUB's newest recruit. He's got his first mission: infiltrating the billion-dollar Aramov
criminal empire. But he's got no idea that this routine job will lead him into an explosive adventure involving drug
smugglers, illegal immigrants and human trafficking, or that his first mission will turn into one of the biggest in
CHERUB's history. Age 13+
$19.95 $17.96
75. Crossed (Ally Condie)
Rules are different outside the Society. Chasing down an uncertain future, Cassia makes her way to the Outer
Provinces in pursuit of Ky - taken by the Society to his certain death - only to find that he has escaped into the
majestic, but treacherous, canyons. On this wild frontier are glimmers of a different life and the enthralling promise of
rebellion. But even as Cassia sacrifices everything to reunite with Ky, ingenious surprises from Xander may change
the game once again. Age 14+
76. Matched #1 $16.95 $15.26
$17.99 $16.20
77. Dark Inside (Jeyn Roberts)
Moments after several huge earthquakes shake every continent on Earth, something strange starts happening to
some people. Michael can only watch in horror as an incidence of road rage so extreme it ends in two deaths unfolds
before his eyes; Clementine finds herself being hunted through the small town she has lived in all her life, by people
she has known all her life; and Mason is attacked with a baseball bat by a random stranger. An inner rage has been
released and some people cannot fight it. For those who can, life becomes an ongoing battle to survive - at any cost!
Since mankind began, civilizations have always fallen - now it's our turn! Age 14+
$16.99 $15.30
78. Dear Bully: Seventy Authors Tell Their Story (Megan Kelly Hall)
You are not alone. Discover how Lauren Kate transformed the feeling of that one mean girl getting under her skin
into her first novel, how Lauren Oliver learned to celebrate ambiguity in her classmates and in herself, and how R.L.
Stine turned being the “funny guy” into the best defense against the bullies in his class. Today’s top authors for teens
come together to share their stories about bullying—as silent observers on the sidelines of high school, as victims,
and as perpetrators—in a collection at turns moving and self-effacing, but always deeply personal. Age 13+
$16.99 $15.30
79. Emerald (Karen Wallace)
Emerald St. John is in trouble. She has been condemned to marry a man she hates, her enemies are conspiring to
have her pet bear Molly torn apart in the baiting pits, and the man she loves is far away on the high seas. And she
has stumbled into a web of spies with a plot to poison Queen Elizabeth I. To save herself and the kingdom, Emerald
must beat the spies at their own game - which means transforming herself from a country girl into a lady of the court.
Can she do it in time? Age 15+
80. Fateful (Claudia Grey) $24.99
$24.99 $22.50
The RMS Titanic is the most luxurious ship in the world, but all Tess Davies wants to do is escape the overbearing
family she works for. Traveling as a maid for the Lisles, Tess is trapped amid painful memories and twisted family
secrets. Once their ship reaches its destination, Tess plans to strike out on her own. Her single-minded focus
shatters when she meets Alec, a handsome and mysterious upper class passenger who captivates her instantly. But
Alec has secrets of his own. As she uncovers what he has been concealing, Tess quickly becomes entangled in the
mystery surrounding Alec’s fate. Soon Tess will learn that the danger they face is no ordinary enemy: that werewolves exist, and are stalking him - and now her, too. Her growing love for Alec will put Tess in mortal peril, and fate
will do the same before their journey on the Titanic is over. Age 15+
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81. Fear, The (Charlie Higson)
He doesn't know it but DogNut is about to set off a chain of events that will affect every kid in the city. The sickness
struck everyone over the age of fourteen. Mothers and fathers, older brothers, sisters and best friends. No one escaped its touch. And now children across London are being hunted by ferocious grown-ups...They're hungry. They're
bloodthirsty. And they aren't giving up. DogNut and the rest of his crew want to find their lost friends, on a deadly
mission from the Tower of London to Buckingham Palace and beyond, as the sickos lie in wait. But who are their
friends and who are the enemy in this changed world? Age 14+
82. Enemy, The #1 $16.95 $15.26

83. Dead, The #2 $16.95 $15.26

$24.99 $22.50
84. Fury (Elizabeth Miles)
It’s winter break in Ascension, Maine. The snow is falling and everything looks pristine and peaceful. But not all is as
it seems…Between cozy traditions and parties with her friends, Emily loves the holidays. And this year’s even better–
the guy she’s been into for months is finally noticing her. But Em knows if she starts things with him, there’s no turning back. Because his girlfriend is Em’s best friend. On the other side of town, Chase is having problems of his own.
The stress of his home life is starting to take its toll, and his social life is unravelling. But that’s nothing compared to
what’s really haunting him. Chase has done something cruel…something the perfect guy he pretends to be would
never do. And it’s only a matter of time before he’s exposed. Age 15+
$16.99 $15.30
85. Hidden, The (Jessica Verday)
In this, the long-awaited conclusion to the saga of Abbey and Caspian, readers finally learn the truth about Kristen's
death, the dark destiny that links Abbey to Caspian and the hard choices that Abbey must make if she is to accept
Caspian's love and their unexpected fate. Age 14+
86. Hollow, The #1 $16.99 $15.30

87. Haunted, The #2 $16.99 $15.30

$16.99 $15.30
88. Hunting Lila (Sarah Anderson)
After a mugging on the streets of South London goes horribly wrong and exposes her unique ability, Lila decides to
run to the only people she can trust - her brother and Alex. They live in Southern California where they work for a
secret organisation called The Unit, and Lila discovers that the two of them are hunting down the men who murdered
her mother five years before. And that they've found them. Age 15+
$29.95 $26.96
89. Inheritance (Christopher Paolini)
Not so very long ago, Eragon—Shadeslayer, Dragon Rider—was nothing more than a poor farm boy, and his dragon,
Saphira, only a blue stone in the forest. Now the fate of an entire civilization rests on their shoulders. Long months of
training and battle have brought victories and hope, but they have also brought heartbreaking loss. And still, the real
battle lies ahead: they must confront Galbatorix. When they do, they will have to be strong enough to defeat him. And
if they cannot, no one can. There will be no second chances. The Rider and his dragon have come further than
anyone dared to hope. But can they topple the evil king and restore justice to Alagaësia? Age 12+
90. Eragon #1 $19.95 $17.96

91. Eldest#2 $19.95 $17.96

92. Brisingr #3 $19.95 $17.96

93. Killing Honour (Bali Rai) $17.95
When Sat's sister, Jas, is married off into the Atwal family she changes, she's quiet and distant. Then Jas disappears. According to her new husband, she's run off with another man. Her family disown her; don't seem to care if
she's ever found. But Sat doesn't believe it. Something has happened to his sister and he's determined to figure out
what. But his investigations take him into dark and dangerous territory . . . A powerful, hard-hitting teen novel on the
controversial topic of honour killing, by multi-award-winning author Bali Rai. Age 15+
$15.99 $14.40
94. Legacy, The (Gemma Malley) $15.99
When a Pincent Pharma lorry is ambushed by the Underground, its contents come as a huge surprise - not drugs but
corpses in a horrible state. It appears Longevity isn't working and the drugs that are supposed to guarantee eternal
youth are failing to live up to their promise. A virus is sweeping the country, killing many in its wake, and Longevity is
powerless to fight it. When Richard Pincent of Pincent Pharma suggests that the Underground has released the
virus, something has to be done to alert everyone to the truth and put the story straight once and for all. Age 14+
95. Declaration, The #1 $15.99 $14.40

96. Resistance, The #2 $19.99 $18.00

97. Returners, The #3 $17.99 $16.20
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98. Luka And The Fire Of Life (Salman Rushdie)
On a beautiful starry night in the city of Kahani in the land of Alifbay a terrible thing happened: twelve-year-old Luka's
storyteller father, Rashid, fell suddenly and inexplicably into a sleep so deep that nothing and no one could rouse
him. To save him from slipping away entirely, Luka must embark on a journey through the Magic World, encountering a slew of phantasmagorical obstacles along the way, to steal the Fire of Life, a seemingly impossible and
exceedingly dangerous task. Age 13+
99. Max Cassidy Adventure Book 2 - Jaws of Death (Paul Adam)
$17.95 $16.16
Now that teenage escapologist, Max Cassidy, knows his father's alive he's not going to rest until he's found him. But
not everyone wants Max to find his dad and some people are determined to stop him, no matter what the cost.
Forced off the road and abducted. With hit-men on his trail, racing through the streets of Stockholm, Max must use
all of his escapology skills to survive. Vital information leads Max to Borneo. Deep in the rainforest the half-pint Houdini has nothing to rely on but his ingenuity and courage . . . Age 13+
100. Escape From Shadow Island #1 $17.95 $16.16
101. Million Dollar Mates Book 3 – Catwalk Queen (Cathy Hopkins)
$16.99 $15.30
A pop diva comes to live at Porchester Park and is involved in a modelling competition. Jess is encouraged to enter
too. But does she really want to be a catwalk queen? Age 14+
102. Million Dollar Mates #1 $16.99 $15.30

103. Paparazzi Princess #2 $16.99 $15.30

$19.99 $18.00
104. Name of the Star (Maureen Johnson) $19.99
Sixteen-year-old American girl Rory has just arrived at boarding school in London when a Jack the Ripper copycatkiller begins terrorising the city. All the hallmarks of his infamous murders are frighteningly present, but there are few
clues to the killer's identity. "Rippermania" grabs hold of modern-day London, and the police are stumped with few
leads and no witnesses. Except one. In an unknown city with few friends to turn to, Rory makes a chilling
discovery... Could the copycat murderer really be Jack the Ripper back from the grave? Age 15+
$16.99 $15.30
105. Nocturne (Christine Johnson)
Claire couldn't be happier as it seems like her life is finally settling down. She's been fully initiated into her family's
pack of female werewolves, her best friend Emily is back in town, and the gorgeous Matthew Engle is now her
boyfriend. But when a new girl comes to town and threatens to break up Claire's friendship and relationship,
everything starts to unravel. Not only is the new girl trying to steal her best friend and boyfriend, but it seems that
she may know more about Claire than she's letting on. Age 14+
$14.99 $13.50
106. Pathfinder (Orson Scott Card)
A powerful secret. A dangerous path. Rigg is well trained at keeping secrets. Only his father knows the truth about
Rigg's strange talent for seeing the paths of people's pasts. But when his father dies, Rigg is stunned to learn just
how many secrets Father had kept from "him"--secrets about Rigg's own past, his identity, and his destiny. And
when Rigg discovers that he has the power not only to see the past, but also to change it, his future suddenly becomes anything but certain. Age 15+
107. Prized (Caragh O’Brien)
$16.99 $15.30
Having escaped from the corrupt Enclave, Gaia ventures into the wasteland with her baby sister, Maya, hoping to
find a settlement that's rumoured to lie in the Dead Forest. After days of traveling, Gaia is close to death when
Peter, a ranger from the mysterious village of Sylum, finds her and takes her back with him. Gaia soon realises that
Sylum has as many strict laws as the Enclave she fled from, but when Maya is taken from her by the ruthless village
leader, the Matrarc, Gaia is forced to stay and submit to their strict social code, or risk losing her sister forever. But
Sylum is in trouble. The population is falling and the amount of women dwindling dramatically, and with a deadly
fever affecting striking down anyone who tries to leave, the future is bleak for the village. Age 14+
208. Birthmarked #1 $16.99 $15.30
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$19.95 $17.96
109. Power of Six, The (Pittacus Lore) $19.95
There are six of us left. We're hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with one another, but our Legacies are developing and soon we'll be ready to fight. Is John Number Four - and is his appearance the sign I've been waiting for?
And what about Number Five and Six? Could one of them be the raven-haired girl with the stormy eyes from my
dreams? The girl with powers that are beyond anything I could ever imagine? The girl who might be strong enough
to bring the six of us together? They caught Number One in Malaysia. Number Two in England. And Number Three
in Kenya. They tried to catch Number Four in Ohio . . . and failed. I am Number Seven. And I'm ready to fight.
Age 14+
110. I Am Number 4 #1 $16.95 $15.26
$19.95 $17.96
111. Recon Team Angel Book 1 – Assault (Brian Falkner)
It is 2030, and the world is at war with an alien race. The Bzadians. The battleground: Earth. Recon Team Angel,
made up of teenagers from around the world, has been training for years. They have learned Bzadian languages.
Learned how to operate their weapons. How to work, eat, and think like them. Now it is time to act. Recon Team
Angel must slip behind enemy lines, work their way into the top-secret alien facility under Uluru, and uncover the
truth. But what they discover will shock not just them, but all of humanity. Age 14+
$24.99 $22.50
112. Scorpio Races, The (Maggie Stiefvater)
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Shiver and Linger comes a brand new, heartstopping novel.
With her trademark lyricism, Maggie Stiefvater turns to a new world, where a pair are swept up in a daring, dangerous race across a cliff--with more than just their lives at stake should they lose. Age 14+
$16.95 $15.26
113. Shadows on the Moon (Zoe Marriot)
Trained in the magical art of shadow-weaving, sixteen-year-old Suzume is able to recreate herself in any form – a
fabulous gift for a girl desperate to escape her past. But who is she really? Is she a girl of noble birth living under
the tyranny of her mother’s new husband, Lord Terayama, or a lowly drudge scraping a living in the ashes of Terayama’s kitchens, or Yue, the most beautiful courtesan in the Moonlit Lands? Whatever her true identity, Suzume is
destined to capture the heart of a prince – and determined to use his power to destroy Terayama. And nothing will
stop her, not even love. Age 13+
$24.99 $22.50
114. Silence (Becca Fitzpatrick)
The noise between Patch and Nora has gone. They've overcome the secrets riddled in Patch's dark past, bridged
two irreconcilable worlds and faced heart-wrenching tests of betrayal, loyalty and trust... and all for a love that will
transcend the boundary between heaven and earth. Armed with nothing but their absolute faith in one another,
Patch and Nora enter a desperate fight to stop a villain who holds the power to shatter everything they've worked
for - and their love - forever. Age 14+
115. Hush, Hush #1 $16.99 $15.30

116. Crescendo #2 $16.99 $15.30

$19.95 $17.96
117. Stay With Me (Paul Griffin) $19.95
Céce and Mack never expected to fall in love. She’s a sensitive A-student; he’s a high school dropout. But soon
they’re spending all their time together, bonding over a rescued dog, telling their darkest secrets. Everything is perfect. Until. Until. Mack loses control and makes a horrible mistake, and suddenly everything is impossible. Céce
and Mack struggle, with both humour and compassion for each other, to answer the question: how do you survive
when the person you love can’t stay? Age 15+
$16.99 $15.30
218. Taken Away (Celine Kiernan)
"I think the fire changed us - me and Dom. Though I didn't feel much different at first, I think something inside of us
opened up, or woke up. I think, all at once, we began to understand how easily things are broken and taken and
lost. It was like walking through a door: on one side was the warm, cosy sitting room of our childhood; on the other,
a burnt-out shell of ash and char. I think that's how the goblin boy was able to see us. Though he'd been there for
every summer of our childhood - mine and Dom's - we'd only been stupid boys until then. Stupid, happy, ignorant
boys. And what in hell would he have had in common with two stupid boys? But after the fire we were different. We
were maybe a little bit like him. And so he saw us, at last, and he thought he'd found a home..." Age 14+
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$16.95 $15.26
119. Taming of Lilah May, The (Vanessa Curtis)
Lilah May is always angry. So angry that she's on the verge of being excluded from school, her parents despair of
her, and only one person in the world can put up with and understand her violent mood-swings. And that's her best
friend, Bindi. Lilah hasn't always been this way. It all started when her beloved brother Jay disappeared two years
ago. No-one has heard from him since. And what no-one realises is that Lilah blames herself. Lilah's struggling to
form relationships and keep her anger under control. But will she ever see Jay again? And is Bindi as trustworthy as
she has always believed? Age 13+
$19.95 $17.96
120.There Is No Dog (Meg Rosoff)
What if God were a feckless teenage boy named Bob? In the beginning, Bob created the heaven and the earth and
the beasts of the field and the creatures of the sea, and twenty-five million other species (including lots of fanciable
girls). But mostly he prefers eating junk food and leaving his dirty clothes in a mouldering heap at the side of his bed.
When Bob plays with mortals, millions die. And every time he falls in love, earth erupts in natural disasters. So humankind is going to be very sorry indeed he ever ran into a beautiful, completely irresistible girl called Lucy. Age 15+
121. Time Riders Book 4 - Eternal War, The (Alex Scarrow)
LIAM O'CONNOR should have died at sea in 1912. MADDY CARTER should have died on a
$16.95 $15.26
plane in 2010. SAL VIKRAM should have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance – to
work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history . . . A time wave
has struck that alters the entire history of the American Civil War. Abraham Lincoln has followed Liam into the present from 1831 – and now the world is in a dangerous state of limbo . . . If the TimeRiders can't return Lincoln to the
past, the Civil War will never end. Can Maddy persuade two colonels on either side of no man's land to ceasefire
long enough to save the future? Age 12+
122. Time Riders #1 $16.95 $15.26

123. Day of the Predator #2 $16.95 $15.26

124. Doomsday Code, The #3 $16.95 $15.26

125. Traitor’s Kiss (Pauline Francis)
This is the captivating true story of the young Elizabeth I, as she struggles to survive the treacher- $14.99 $13.50
ous world of Tudor England. After the death of her father, Henry VIII, a young Elizabeth journeys to London to live
with her father's widow, Katherine Parr, and her new husband, Thomas Seymour, brother-in-law to King Edward.
Surrounded by malicious whisperings of her late mother's witchcraft, Elizabeth is desperate to escape suspicion and
discover the truth about her mother. A young stranger asserting Anne's Boleyn's innocence sends her on search a
that takes her on a dangerous midnight journey to Bedlam, the hospital for the insane, to meet her mother's former
lady-in-waiting. This encounter changes the way she views her mother - and herself. Meanwhile, at home, Elizabeth's reputation is increasingly under threat, as her stepfather, Thomas Seymour makes unwanted advances toward her. Her stepmother witnesses a kiss and Elizabeth is sent back to Hertfordshire in disgrace. Here she falls
seriously ill and rumours abound that she is hiding a pregnancy. When Thomas Seymour is arrested for treason in a
plot to overthrow King Edward, Elizabeth is implicated by association. Now it is up to her to defend her integrity - and
her life...From the author of the best-selling Raven Queen comes a new masterpiece of historical fiction. Age 15+
126. Velvet (Mary Hooper)
$21.99 $19.80
Velvet is a laundress in a Victorian steam laundry. With both her mother and father dead, she is
an orphan and has to rely upon her own wits to make a living. The laundry is scalding, back-breaking work and Velvet is desperate to create a better life for herself. Then Velvet is noticed by Madame Savoya, a famed medium, who
asks Velvet to come to work for her. Velvet is dazzled at first by the young yet beautifully dressed and bejewelled
Madame. But soon Velvet realises that Madame Savoya is not all that she says she is, and Velvet's very life is in
danger ...Age14+
$16.99 $15.30
127. Virtuosity (Jessica Martinez)
Now is not the time for Carmen to fall in love. And Jeremy is hands-down the wrong guy for her to fall for. He is infuriating, arrogant and the only person who can stand in the way of Carmen getting the one thing she wants most: to
win the prestigious Guarneri competition. Carmen's whole life is violin, and until she met Jeremy, her whole focus
was winning. But what if Jeremy isn't just hot ...what if Jeremy is better than her? Carmen knows that dating Jeremy
can't end well, but she just can't stay away. Nobody else understands her - and riles her up - like he does. Still, she
can't trust him with her biggest secret: She is so desperate to win she takes anti-anxiety drugs to perform and what
started as a quick fix has become a hungry addiction. Age 15+
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128. Wish Me Dead (Helen Grant)
The funny thing is I never even meant the first one. Now I bitterly regret visiting the cursed witch's house, deep in
the middle of the forest. It's where I made my wishes. I wished Klara Klein dead. It came true. I wished for the most
gorgeous boy in town to finally notice me. It came true. I wished to be rid of the poisonous busybody who destroyed my family. It came true. I didn't mean for this to happen. Not me, Steffi Nett, the shy one who never says
anything. But as the body count increases with every wish I make ...who else could it be? Age 14+
$24.95 $22.46
129. Witch and Wizard Book 3 – Fire, The (James Patterson)
Whit and Wisty Allgood have sacrificed everything to lead the resistance against the merciless totalitarian regime
that governs their world. Its supreme leader, The One Who Is The One, has banned everything they hold dear:
books, music, art, and imagination. But the growing strength of the siblings' magic hasn't been enough to stop the
One's evil rampage, and now he's executed the only family they had left. Wisty knows that the time has finally
come for her to face The One. But her fight and her fire only channel more power to this already invincible being.
How can she and Whit possibly prepare for their imminent showdown with the ruthless villain that devastated their
world - before he can truly become all-powerful? Age14+
130. Witch and Wizard #1 $17.95 $16.16

131. Gift, The #2 $17.95 $16.16

$15.99 $14.40
132. Wolf Blood (NM Browne) $15.99
A Celtic warrior girl is held captive and enslaved by a rival tribe. When fever takes her only friend she knows she
must escape, but she runs straight into the path of two Roman foot soldiers. Thinking they will kill a warrior instantly, the girl disguises herself as a beggar and asks to share their fire. Using her gift as a seer she discovers
that one of the soldiers is not what he seems. Celtic blood courses through his veins too, but there is something
else. He is a shapeshifter - a Versipellum. He shares his soul with that of the wolf. Age 13+
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